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Abstract

How does third-party support, both diplomatic and material, affect rebel groups’ use of
terrorism in civil wars? We argue via a game-theoretic model that diplomatic support
prompts prospective shifts in rebel tactics, from civilian to military targets, in anticipation
of material support, while material support alters the cost structure of attacks, leading
to the same tactical shift. We empirically test the model’s implications using an original
dataset of UN resolutions about countries in civil wars, as well as a case study of South
Africa. In support of our theory, we find that both diplomatic resolutions and material
interventions in favor of the rebels are associated with decreased rebel reliance on violence
against civilians. These findings demonstrate the value of modeling civilian and military
targeting as substitutes rather than examining civilian targeting in isolation.
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Introduction

How does third-party diplomatic and material support affect a rebel group’s use of violence

against civilians in civil wars? Third-party support to civil war actors is a frequent occurrence.

Between 1975 and 2009, the United Nations (UN) General Assembly and Security Council passed

1,388 resolutions concerning countries engulfed in intrastate conflicts. Many of these resolutions

concerned geopolitically prominent conflicts. For example, the UN has passed more than 170

resolutions about Israel which either opposed the Israeli government or supported the non-state

actors fighting Israel. But the UN also passed resolutions about a range of less prominent conflicts

in countries ranging from Angola to India. Third parties sometimes follow up this diplomatic

support with material intervention. In fact, of all of the country-months with active conflicts

from 1975 to 2009, over a quarter featured intervention in favor of the rebels. Another quarter

featured intervention in favor of the government.1

Given the diversity of roles that third parties play in intrastate conflicts, it is not surprising

that there is a wide range of existing work on the topic. We focus here on the role that third

parties play in a rebel group’s operational and tactical choices, looking in particular at the

strategic use of terrorism—the deliberate targeting of civilians—as a tactic in civil war.2 Evidence

suggests that rebels who seek international legitimacy limit their use of civilian targeting (e.g.,

Fazal 2018; Jo 2015; Stanton 2016). On the other hand, external material sponsorship appears

to increase levels of civilian abuse committed by the actors who receive external support and

are thus less reliant on the civilian population (Salehyan, Siroky, and Wood 2014; Zhukov 2017).

We merge these seemingly contradictory sets of findings by examining diplomatic and material

support in the same analysis as well as by considering attacks against civilians together with

attacks against military targets.

We argue, following existing literature, that civilian targeting is more reputationally expensive

1. For a description of the sources of these statistics, see our “Research Design” section.
2. Throughout the paper, we use the terms civilian targeting, violence against civilians, and terrorism inter-

changeably when referring to them as a tactic used by rebel groups in civil wars. Balcells and Stanton (2021)
also point out that scholars use these terms interchangeably when studying violence against civilians.
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than military targeting whereas military targeting is more materially expensive. That assumption

drives our formalization of a strategic interaction between a rebel group and a third party which

decides whether or not to issue a statement of diplomatic support and then decides whether to

follow that up with material support. Our formal model illustrates that rebels will respond to

both forms of support with a decreased reliance on civilian targeting. We test the implications of

our formal model with a large-N quantitative analysis on an original data set of UN resolutions.

Using various data sources, including the United Nations Digital Library, Uppsala Conflict

Data Programme (UCDP) (Gleditsch, Wallensteen, Eriksson et al. 2002), and the Global Ter-

rorism Database (GTD) (LaFree and Dugan 2007), concerning countries in intrastate conflicts

between 1975 and 2009, we find support for our argument. Specifically, UN pro-rebel resolutions

are negatively correlated with rebel reliance on violence against civilians, measured as the propor-

tion of attacks targeting civilians. Additionally, material interventions are generally correlated

with decreased rebel reliance on terrorism, although not all kinds of material intervention have

the same effects. Moreover, we reflect at some length on the case of South Africa, which further

illustrates the key dynamics of our argument.

This article makes three novel contributions to existing literature on civilian targeting in

civil wars. First, we model civilian and military targeting as substitutes rather than examining

civilian targeting in isolation. In doing so, we depart from existing studies, both theoretically

and empirically, by treating them as a result of strategic decisions by warring parties. Second,

we examine the interplay between diplomatic and material third-party support, modeling how

diplomatic support can serve as a signal for future material support. We argue that both types

of third-party support affect the use of civilian and military targeting. Third, we demonstrate

the unique strength of a multi-method design in the study of civilian targeting in civil wars. To

test our argument from the game-theoretic model, we first introduce on original dataset about

the content of UN resolutions concerning countries in civil wars; this data will help researchers

examine broader causes and consequences of UN interventions on dynamics of civil wars. We

also offer a case study of South Africa which helps illustrate the key logic of our argument.
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Together, our mixed-method approach sheds new insight into civilian targeting in the context of

third-party intervention in civil wars.

Terrorism and Civilian Targeting in Civil Wars

Scholars have extensively debated the causes of rebel groups’ decisions to use terrorism as a

tactic in civil war. For example, recent research has focused on how socialization (Cohen 2016;

Green 2018), inter-rebel competition (Wimmer and Miner 2020; Wood and Kathman 2015), bal-

ance of power (Asal, Phillips, Rethemeyer et al. 2019; Polo and González 2020), relationships

between leaders and fighters (Manekin 2020; Wood 2018), and ideology (Gutiérrez Sańın and

Wood 2014; Piazza 2009) shape the use the tactic.3 Similarly, a range of research has exam-

ined the effects of third-party involvement on various aspects of intrastate conflict, including

its duration and lethality (Balch-Lindsay, Enterline, and Joyce 2008; Cunningham 2006, 2010;

Lacina 2006; Regan and Aydin 2006; Regan 2002). Within these broader literatures, we focus on

combining four explanations for the use of terrorism in civil wars, two of which have to do with

third-party actions: the anticipation of actions by other armed groups, international legitimacy,

third-party material support, and military weakness.

Research on civilian targeting in civil wars has increasingly moved toward understanding the

use of terrorism as a strategic decision made by a rebel or non-state armed group (Balcells 2011,

2017; Polo and Gleditsch 2016; Polo and González 2020; Stein 2022). For example, Carter (2014)

argues that armed groups will strategically plan attacks in anticipation of the expected state

response. This logic is mirrored in Stanton (2013), who argues that non-state groups consider

their opponents in making operational and tactical decisions. In particular, she suggests that

regime type matters: a democratic system creates incentives for concessions after terrorism, so

terrorism is likely in democracies.4

If the tactical decisions of a rebel group are partially based on strategic and operational calcu-

3. For an overview of the current state of the literature, see Balcells and Stanton (2021).
4. Uzonyi (2021) focuses on government rather than rebel use of violence against civilians, arguing that genocide

and politicide are a way to extract information about opponents.
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lations about the government’s wartime actions, they are also shaped by strategic considerations

regarding third-party intervention (Hansen, Nemeth, and Mauslein 2020; Hinkkainen Elliott,

Polo, and Reyes 2021). For example, Jackson, San-Akca, and Maoz (2020) find that anticipation

of international support increases the likelihood that an uprising will be violent instead of non-

violent. These authors conceptualize anticipated support as a product of similarity between a

potential intervener and an armed groups, measured in terms of cultural affinity, common strate-

gic interests, and common ideology. External sponsorship can also increase levels of civilian abuse

in civil wars by limiting the need for domestic resources provided by local civilians (Salehyan,

Siroky, and Wood 2014; Zhukov 2017). These findings suggest that material interventions in

favor of the rebels will lead to increased use of civilian targeting.

Rebel groups, however, need not only material support but also international recognition

and legitimacy. Insurgents seek recognition from established actors in the international system

in order to signal the legitimacy of their claims (Mitchell 1993; Svensson 2007). For example,

rebel groups engage in formal diplomacy (Huang 2016) and market themselves to civil society

(Bob 2005; Murdie and Peksen 2014). Because there are international norms against the use of

violence against civilians, rebels are more likely to comply with international law when they seek

legitimacy from domestic and international audiences who care about human rights (Fazal 2018;

Jo 2015; Stanton 2016). Rebel groups that show restraint towards civilians despite government

violence are more likely to succeed, in part because Western governments and intergovernmental

organizations are more likely to engage in coercive diplomatic action against the government

in such contexts (Stanton 2020). In other words, international diplomatic support is frequently

conditioned on refraining from violence against civilians, and rebels behave accordingly in order

to garner recognition and legitimacy.

One important signal of diplomatic support or opposition is a state’s vote on a resolution in

the United Nations, whether in the General Assembly or the Security Council. UN action on any

given conflict is shaped by a range of factors, including the private interests of the members of

the UN Security Council, procedural inequities in the institution, and the severity of the conflict
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(Beardsley and Schmidt 2012; Binder and Golub 2020; Binder and Heupel 2015; Frederking

and Patane 2017). Security Council action in is a particularly strong signal because, as Allen

and Yuen (2020) detail, such activity is only likely to occur when widespread political will for

action exists: no country has a strong enough opinion to take action outside of the auspices of

the Security Council, and the five Permanent Members (P5) of the Security Council are all in

agreement.

The studies discussed so far examine how third-party material and diplomatic support shapes

the use of rebel civilian targeting in civil wars, primarily focusing on violence against civilians

in isolation. In other words, they focus on absolute levels of civilian targeting. However, we

argue that rebels must constantly choose between civilian and military targets, and that this

choice is necessitated by rebels’ limited resources. We focus our analysis not on the comparative

benefits to the group of each type of target, but on the costs of attacking each. Our central

argument is that, when rebels receive material resources from third-party actors, they become

relatively more likely to attack military targets because such support reduces the relative cost of

attacks against military targets, as compared to civilian targets (e.g. Huang and Sullivan 2020;

Wood, Kathman, and Gent 2012). That holds true even if military and civilian targets may not

be strategic substitutes, as when civilian attacks are intended to control territory or eliminate

civilians (Balcells 2017). Given limited resources, military targets that become comparatively

cheaper to attack will be attacked more often, all else equal, as long as doing so provides some

benefit to the rebel group.

Our argument encompasses costs from several sources. Following the literature, we assume

that attacks targeting civilians are available to even low-resource groups, whereas attacking

state forces requires weaponry more equivalent to that of the state (Fearon and Laitin 2003).

Indeed, a large body of research suggests that terrorism is a “weapon of the weak,” meaning that

armed groups target civilians to compensate for their military weakness (e.g. Crenshaw 1981;

Pape 2003; Wood 2010, 2014). Third-party interventions can increase the material resources

available to rebel groups, improving their ability to conduct military targeting. That reduces
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the marginal material cost of attacking military targets, as compared to civilian targets. A rebel

group with limited resources will increase the relative frequency of attacks on military targets

when the marginal cost of doing so decreases, as compared to the more static cost of attacking

civilian targets. That shift is unaffected by the existence of reputational costs, either domestic

or international, for committing civilian violence (e.g. Fazal 2018; Jo 2015; Polo and Gleditsch

2016; Stanton 2016): such costs help determine the baseline level of civilian violence employed

by the group, but do not alter the shift in attack portfolio that occurs when attacks on military

targets become relatively cheaper to perform.

International reputation, however, can affect rebels’ targeting choices indirectly. We argue

that groups with a poor international reputation are more costly for third-parties to support, all

else equal. Because reducing third-parties’ marginal cost of rebel support leads to more support,

rebel groups may desire to preemptively limit their civilian targeting. We note that our argument

does not distinguish between third party aims: it applies equally to third parties actively seeking

a reduction in civilian violence as a condition of their aid and those who have costs, perhaps

from the increased likelihood of conflict or sanction, externally imposed upon them. However,

our argument does not apply to situations in which the third party receives a net benefit for

civilian targeting by the rebel group.

In sum, we argue that rebel groups receiving material resources from a third party will increase

the proportion of their attacks aimed at military targets, and that groups seeking material

resources will limit their civilian targeting in anticipation of securing more resources in the

future. Because shifting away from civilian targeting is not optimal in the absence of additional

material resources, rebels will seek a signal of commitment, such as a diplomatic statement, prior

to adjusting their tactics. Consequently, the presence of such a signal should also correlate with a

subsequent reduction in the relative frequency of civilian attacks. In the section that follows, we

formalize this argument via a game-theoretic model capturing the interactions between a rebel

group and a third party which can choose to diplomatically support the rebels and then can
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choose to follow that statement with material support.5

A Model of Third-Party Support for Rebels in Civil Wars

The interaction between a rebel group and an interested third party that we have been

discussing is inherently strategic. The rebel group, henceforth denoted R, decides between con-

ventional attacks against military targets (abbreviated M) and unconventional attacks against

civilian ones (abbreviated C). It makes that decision repeatedly over time, knowing that each

decision will affect it not only now, but also potentially in the future because the third party

can react to rebel decisions. The third party, denoted P, decides if it wants to make a statement

of public support for R and, if so, whether or not to follow through in light of the rebel group’s

continued activity. To capture these strategic interactions, we develop a game-theoretic model.

The primary intent of our model is to verify the internal consistency of our informal argument.

Can a statement of public support from a third party induce a group to devote comparatively

fewer resources to violence against civilians, even before resources from the third party are pro-

vided? Would it be worth it for the third party to make that statement, tying itself to a group

that has committed violence against civilians?

Our model illustrates that, under some conditions, the answer to both questions is yes. The

model makes three key assumptions that follow from our informal theory. One, the rebel group

chooses between attacks on the military and attacks on civilians each period over multiple periods.

Two, at any time it desires, the third party may offer material support to the group. The

primary effect of material support is to reduce the marginal cost of rebel attacks on military

targets, relative to the cost of attacks on civilian targets. There are two components to the third

party’s marginal cost of providing that support. One is a cost related generically to provision

of resources; the other is a cost dependent on the prior actions of the group. Supporting groups

that commit more violence against civilians is more costly for the third party, all else equal.

5. Our model considers single-party civil wars, though multi-party civil wars often involve civilian targeting as a
strategy of territorial competition and outbidding (Kydd and Walter 2006; Oswald, Sauter, Weber et al. 2020;
Wood and Kathman 2015). We leave this complex interaction for future exploration.
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That may be due, for example, to audience costs. Other nations, the audience in this case, are

presumed to view material support of a group employing attacks against civilians with greater

disapproval the more the group utilizes such attacks. They are assumed to exact a cost on the

third party arising from that disapproval that is increasing in the amount of support provided.

Three, any time prior to providing material support, the third party may offer a statement

of public support for the group. That statement alters the form of audience costs the third

party accrues for later materially supporting the group. When no statement is issued, those

audience costs depend on the baseline level of violence against civilians employed by the group

over time. In contrast, after a statement, those audience costs depend on the level of violence

against civilians employed by the group subsequent to the statement, but before material support

is given. Thus, the public statement ties the third party to the group in the eyes of other nations.

We do not assume that offering material support requires a prior public statement of support.

That makes our task much more difficult: if it were necessary to make a public statement first

before offering support, then public statements could be made solely to lock in the benefits of

later material support, meaning they would not have any independent value to the third party.

We view that assumption as empirically unlikely. If anything, the public statement might be

construed as cheap talk, and material support can be offered through many channels at any time.

We allow the statement itself to be made without cost to capture this. Our results hold even

when we impose a sufficiently small, but positive, cost to the statement.

Beyond those three assumptions, we endeavor to make the model as simple as possible. The

game proceeds as follows:

1. P can either offer public support for R (S) or not (∼ S).

2. R chooses a proportion of effort to allocate to violence against military (vm1) and civilian

(vc1) targets.

3. P chooses a level of resources (p ≥ 0) to deliver to R.

4. R again chooses a proportion of effort to allocate to violence against military (vm2) and
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civilian (vc2) targets.

We assume that rebel effort must go to violence, so vmi + vci = 1 for i ∈ {1, 2}, with

vmi, vci ∈ [0, 1]. So that our results are not driven by R’s preferences over tactical options, we

assume that R garners equal direct benefit from civilian and military violence. Any deviation

from equal use of each in equilibrium will arise from their differing costs. R’s utility over the two

periods in which it acts includes only costs:

UR = −1

2
(vc1)2 − m

2
(vm1)2 − 1

2
(vc2)2 − m

2(1 + p)
(vm1)2. (1)

Equation (1) has two terms of note, m and m
2(1+p)

. The former scales the marginal cost of

violence against military targets, as compared to a factor of 1 for violence against civilians. The

latter illustrates the role of P’s resources: as they increase, R’s marginal cost of vm2 decreases.

Without third-party support p = 0, and both periods’ decisions for R decouple. In that case, the

equilibrium allocation of violence maximizes −1
2
(vci)

2 − m
2

(vmi)
2, and is thus vci = m

1+m
in every

period. That is the baseline level of allocation of violence against civilians in the absence of a

third-party. When each type of violence has the same marginal cost, m = 1 and the baseline

allocation is 1
2
.

Moving to P, we assume that P derives utility from attacks against the military, but pays a

cost for material support dependent on its allocation level. P’s utility is

UR =


vm1 + vm2 − 1

2
(r + vc1)p2 if S,

vm1 + vm2 − 1
2
(r + m

1+m
)p2 if ∼ S.

(2)

The r in equation (2) captures the component of the marginal cost due to the direct cost of

resource provision. The second term in the parentheses with r captures the audience cost. In the

presence of a public statement, it is proportional to the allocation of violence against civilians

in the following period. In the absence of a public statement, it is proportional to R’s baseline

level of violence against civilians.
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Equilibrium Behaviors

We solve this sequential game of complete information in the usual way, using backward

induction to deduce the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Solution details can be found in

Appendix K. Here we focus on equilibrium behavior at each of the four decision points in the

game.

The last decision, in which R must choose an allocation of violence against civilians, vc2, is

the simplest. R is presented with a certain level of support from the third party, support which,

if non-zero, reduces its marginal cost for violence against military targets. That is reflected in its

partial equilibrium civilian violence level, v∗c2 = m
1+m+p

. By inspection, we can see this decreases

in the level of support given. That leads to our first statement.

Statement 1 Any increases in material support given to the rebel group lead to decreases in the

proportion of rebel violence that targets civilians.

The third decision has P choosing a level of material support. That material support comes

with a cost, but it also alters R’s later decision in a known fashion. Balancing that benefit and cost

produces an optimal level of material support which is always greater than zero. Since the cost

of providing material support is decreasing in the previous period’s allocation of civilian violence

subsequent to a public statement of support by the third party, it is perhaps not surprising that

the less that allocation is, the more support the third party is willing to provide. That is our

second statement.

Statement 2 Following a public statement of support by the third party, decreases in the pro-

portion of rebel violence that targets civilians lead to increases in the level of material support

provided by the third party.

The second decision has R choosing an allocation of violence against civilians, vc1. When P

has not offered a public statement of support, R’s decision only bears on its immediate utility.
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Its decision is even easier in this case then in its later one, in that there is no third-party material

support to consider, and it produces its baseline level of civilian violence: v∗c1(∼ S) = m
1+m

.

When P has offered a public statement of support, however, R must now also consider the

indirect effect of its allocation choice. Reducing civilian violence below its baseline level may

reduce R’s immediate utility, but it also reduces P’s marginal cost of material support. Statement

2 indicates that this leads to increased third-party material support, which, in turn, reduces R’s

subsequent marginal cost of producing violence against military targets. A reduced marginal cost

at the last decision node allows R to increase its utility by allocating relatively more attacks to

military targets. Thus, holding off somewhat on civilian violence now allows for better outcomes

later. In our model, this trade-off resolves in favor of reduced civilian violence following a public

statement of support, leading to our third statement.

Statement 3 A public statement of support by the third party leads to a reduction in the pro-

portion of rebel violence that targets civilians from its baseline level, even before material support

is provided.

We can also ask how the allocation of civilian violence changes with our model’s parameters.

Our answers to that question are given in our fourth statement.

Statement 4 Following a public statement of support by the third party, the proportion of rebel

violence that targets civilians increases in both m, the relative difficulty of producing violence

against military targets, and r, the component of the third-party’s marginal cost due to the direct

cost of resource provision. Both are true before and after material support. Absent a public

statement of support, the proportion of rebel violence that targets civilians increases in m both

before and after material support, and in r only after material support. The reduction, from its

baseline, in the proportion of rebel violence that targets civilians that immediately follows from a

public statement of support by the third party is greater for smaller values of r.

Finally, we consider the first decision in the game: the third-party’s choice of whether or not

to offer a public statement of support for the rebel group. When it does not do so, the rebel group
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allocates its baseline level of violence toward civilian targets. That is followed by an optimal

allocation of material resource support from the third party in the absence of a statement of

support. That material support subsequently induces a reduced allocation of civilian violence,

relative to its baseline level.

When the third party does offer a public statement, the rebel group decreases its allocation

toward civilian targets immediately following the statement, relative to its baseline level. That

induces the third party to increase its material support over what it would have given had no

signal of support occurred, which causes a larger subsequent decrease in civilian targeting. In

sum, a single costless statement drives two decreases in the rebel group’s allocation toward civilian

violence and reduces the third party’s marginal cost for providing material support, making it

a beneficial act. That remains true even if the statement of public support carries with it some

sufficiently small cost, leading to our fifth and final statement.

Statement 5 The third party prefers to offer a public statement of support for the rebel group,

as long as the costs of doing so are sufficiently small.

Thus, our model has answered the two questions it set out to answer. A public statement

of support from a third party can induce a reduction in a rebel group’s allocation of civilian

violence even before material resources have been provided. And that reduction in the allocation

of civilian violence does make it worthwhile for the third party to make that statement, even if

costly (for sufficiently small costs). In the following section, we will test whether Statements 1

and 3 can be supported empirically.

Research Design

Data

While the model concerns the actions of a single third party state which chooses whether to

support rebels diplomatically or materially, it is difficult to measure the diplomatic statements

made by all governments across the world. Therefore, we operationalize diplomatic support as
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action taken by the United Nations. In particular, we measure UN resolutions made by the

Security Council and the General Assembly. It is reasonable to assert that formal actions taken

by the UN would be of particular note to governments and rebel groups; they are a strong signal

of diplomatic support because they require collective agreement among a significant number of

states.

More precisely, to test the implications from our theoretical model, we rely on an original

data set comprised of data from several different sources: the Global Terrorism Database (GTD)

(LaFree and Dugan 2007), the Uppsala Conflict Data Programme (UCDP) (Gleditsch, Wallen-

steen, Eriksson et al. 2002), and the United Nations Digital Library.6 The unit of analysis is the

country-month, and the data spans all countries in which UCDP identified civil wars as occurring

between 1975 and 2009.7 We analyze the data at the country-month level rather than at the

dyad-month or conflict-month level because many UN resolutions do not specifically identify a

rebel group.8 The analysis is therefore a hard test of the theory; it requires that, on average,

all rebel groups in a country change their behavior in response to international action which

may only concern a subset of those rebels. All independent variables regarding resolutions and

interventions are lagged to the reflect the fact that our theory suggests that that rebel violence

changes in response to third-party actions; these changes in rebel groups’ tactics require time for

implementation following third party action.

Dependent and Independent Variables

Our key outcome variable comes from the GTD, which includes information on attacks against

both military and civilian targets.9 The dependent variable is the proportion of attacks that

6. See https://digitallibrary.un.org.
7. Although GTD data begins in 1970 and UN data begins in 1948, the data is bound by UCDP intervention

data, which covers the shortest time period, from 1975 to 2009.
8. UCDP’s yearly dataset contains 1,167 intrastate conflict-years between 1975 and 2009. Within this data, there

are 839 unique country-years. Thus, there are almost 330 instances in which multiple intrastate conflicts are
occurring in the same country in the same year.

9. We also use the UCDP georeferenced event dataset (UCDP GED) (Sundberg and Melander 2013) and the
data from Polo and González (2020) in separate robustness checks to supplement our results on battle deaths

13
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target civilians perpetrated by rebels active in a country in a given month. More precisely,

this variable is the proportion of the number of attacks against civilians to the total number

of attacks against both civilian and military targets. We define military targets as members

of the military, police, terrorist/non-state militia groups, or violent political parties. All other

targets are classified as civilian, including infrastructure and government buildings/officials. The

variable “Proportion of Attacks Against Civilians” ranges from 0 to 1, and the mean is .38.

To capture United Nations resolutions, we collected data from the United Nations Digital

Library on every resolution passed in the General Assembly or Security Council.10 The UN

Digital Library provides comprehensive details on resolutions by the Security Council and General

Assembly.11 We filtered the data to include only resolutions that explicitly mentioned countries

that were experiencing ongoing civil wars as defined by UCDP.12 Next, two coders went through

the resolutions and independently identified whether each resolution was in favor of or against

the rebels or, alternatively, whether it was in favor of or against the government. For example,

a resolution entitled “Appeal for clemency in favor of South African freedom fighters,” adopted

by the General Assembly in October of 1982, is classified as in favor of the rebels. In contrast,

a May 1999 Security Council resolution entitled “on implementation of sanctions against Uniao

Nacional para a Independencia Total de Angola (UNITA)” is classified as against the rebels.

Security Council resolution 1372 from 2001 “on lifting of sanctions against the Sudan” is classified

as in favor of the government.13 Because a resolution in favor of a government at war is implicitly

condemning the rebels that the government is fighting, we next combined resolutions coded as

being against the government with resolutions classified as in favor of the rebels. These were

and one-side violence by specific rebel groups (See Figure A4) in the appendix.
10. Although a range of recent research has examined United Nations peacekeeping and civilian targeting in civil

wars (e.g. Bove and Ruggeri 2016; Carnegie and Mikulaschek 2020), peacekeeping likely operates according
to a different logic than either UN resolutions or third-party intervention in favor of one side. As such, we do
not include data on peacekeeping.

11. See https://digitallibrary.un.org.
12. UCDP defines armed conflict as conflicts leading to at least 25 battle deaths per year, and civil wars as those

between the government of a state and a non-state actor, with or without international involvement.
13. Where it was impossible to classify a resolution based on the name of the resolution, the coders examined the

text of the resolution itself. Where the two coders disagreed, they discussed the case and decided together
how the resolution should be classified.

14
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designated as “pro-rebel.” Similarly, we combined resolutions against the rebels with resolutions

in favor of the state, classifying them as “pro-government” resolutions. Note that we assume

a United Nations resolution concerns all rebel groups active in a country at the same time; in

practice, very few resolutions distinguish between various rebel groups in complex intrastate

conflicts. There are four resulting variables concerning UN resolutions.

• Pro-Rebel Resolution (Pro Reb Res): This is an indicator variable indicating whether there

was a resolution in favor of the rebels or against the state two months prior.

• Pro-Government Resolution (Pro Gov Res): This is an indicator variable indicating whether

there was a resolution in favor of the government or against the rebels two months prior.

• Count of Previous Pro-Rebel Resolutions (Count, Previous Pro Reb Res): This is a count

of the number of months in which at least one resolution was issued in favor of the rebels

or against the state up to three months prior.

• Count of Previous Pro-Government Resolution (Count, Previous Pro Gov Res) : This is a

count of the number of months in which at least one resolution was issued in favor of the

government or against the state up to three months prior.14

Given that our theory suggests that material support is different from a statement of diplo-

matic support, we also include variables relating to material support. Our key independent

variables on this topic come from the UCDP’s External Support Dataset (Primary Warring

Party Version) (Högbladh, Pettersson, and Themnér 2011). First, “Pro Reb Int, Troops” is a

binary variable indicating whether any country provided troops as a secondary warring party

to the rebels two months prior. Second, “Pro Reb Int, Weapons” is a binary variable indicat-

ing whether an any country provided weapons to the rebels two months prior. This variable

includes donations, transfers, supplies, or loans of weapons or ammunition of any kind; it does

not include non-weaponry and non-ammunition supplies that may be used in conjunction with

14. We use a lag for the resolution variables and intervention variables to account for the time necessary to
implement changes to a group’s tactics. However, we had no prior theoretical reason to prefer one lag over
another. Comparisons of model fit suggest that the two month lag most closely maps onto our theoretical
expectations; a one-month lag partially aligns with our expectations (see Figure A8).
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military operations, such as vehicles or radars. Third, “Pro Reb Int, Economic” is a binary

variable indicating whether an any country provided economic or financial support to the rebels

two months prior. This includes military loans, military grants, and support before multilateral

financial institutions such as the World Bank; it excludes humanitarian aid, development aid,

or balance of payment loans. The “gov” versions of these variables refer to the same kinds of

support provided to the government involved in the conflict. While there are other forms of

material support, troops, weapons, and economic support most clearly alter the cost structure

for the rebel group and thus most accurately test the implications of the above model.

We also include a range of country-level variables. From the World Development Indicators

and other World Bank data, “Logged GDP per capita” is the log of the GDP per capita in con-

stant 2010 US Dollars and “Logged Population” is the logged value of the nation’s population

(World Bank Group 2019). The variable “Physical Integrity Rights” comes from the Cingranelli-

Richards (CIRI) Human Rights Data Project and is an additive index of government respect

for physical integrity rights in a given country-year. It ranges from 0 (no government respect

for rights against torture, extrajudicial killing, political imprisonment, or disappearance) to 8

(full government respect for these four rights) (Cingranelli and Richards 2010). It is necessary

to include this variable because rebels may be able to engage in relatively more violence against

civilians in contexts in which the government is extremely repressive. For example, rebels oper-

ating in such contexts may have more leeway to engage in civilian targeting while still garnering

third-party support. It is also possible that repressive governments are less sensitive to civilian

losses. The variable “Rebel Strength” refers to the average strength of the rebels fighting in a

given country in a given month compared to the government, ranging from -2 (much weaker) to

2 (much stronger). The data for this variable comes from the non-state actors (NSA) dataset

(Cunningham, Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2013). Finally, given the prominence of proxy wars dur-

ing the Cold War and the resulting potential for diplomatic and material support to follow a

different political calculus during the Cold War than in post-Cold War years, we include an

indicator variable for the Cold War (Kalyvas and Balcells 2010).
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Because the dependent variable is continuous, regressions are linear models with a lagged

dependent variable included to control for endogeneity concerns. We do not include fixed or

random effects due to the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable (Angrist and Pischke 2009).

In robustness checks, we also run the models with multilevel mixed-effects on year and country

where these robustness tests do not include a lagged dependent variable.15

Empirical Results

Pro-Rebel Resolutions and Interventions

The results from the linear models are summarized in Figure 1.16 Model 1 refers to inter-

ventions featuring troops as a secondary warring party, model 2 concerns weapons provision,

and model 3 displays results for economic or financial support. The three empirical models pro-

vide support for the implications of the formal model. We find that pro-rebel resolutions are

correlated with decreased rebel reliance on civilian targeting at the 95% confidence intervals.

Interestingly, cumulative pro-rebel resolutions are positively rather than negatively correlated

with violence against civilians, which suggests the need for additional exploration. In line with

our theory, pro-rebel interventions involving troops and economic support are correlated with

decreased rebel use of civilian targeting. However, pro-rebel interventions involving weapons are

not correlated with civilian targeting in a statistically significant fashion.

15. See Figure A3 in the appendix.
16. Note that the coefficients plotted in Figure 1 and similar ones are rescaled according to the method utilized,

for example, in Kinne (2018).
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Figure 1. Coefficient Plots for Linear Models

Note: Figure 1 displays the estimated coefficients (rescaled) with 95% confidence intervals.

In all three models, the effect of a single pro-rebel resolution is in the direction expected

based on Statement 3. Figure 2 illustrates this substantive effect. To elaborate, in Figure 2, we

use a simulation via observed value approach to obtain the average marginal effects of pro-rebel

resolution based on the posterior distribution of our models’ parameters in Figure 1. Specifically,

for each simulation we vary the values of our recent resolution variables from 0 to 1 while allowing

all other covariates to take their true, observed values in the data. In doing so, we calculate the

average marginal effect through the observed values of all cases rather than through “an average

case.” We repeat this procedure 1,000 times, resulting a distribution of the average marginal

effects (Hanmer and Ozan Kalkan 2013). As the figure suggests,the density distributions are far

away from the X = 0 vertical line and are distributed on the left side of the X = 0 vertical line

(i.e., pro-rebel resolution is associated with decreased proportion of civilian targeting), indicating

strong substantive support for our hypothesis about the negative impact of pro-rebel resolutions

on rebel reliance on violence against civilians.
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Figure 2. Marginal Effects of Recent Pro-Rebel Resolutions

Note: Figure 2 displays the distributions of estimated marginal effects of a recent resolution on the proportion of civilian attacks

based on the posterior distribution of Figure 1’s model parameters, using 1,000 simulations via observed values.

However, the cumulative impact of pro-rebel resolutions, as Figure 1 indicates, tells a different

story. For pro-rebel resolutions, the cumulative impact is positive and statistically significant

across all models, as illustrated in Figure 3. While the cumulative impact of pro-rebel resolutions

is not in the expected direction, this result could speak to the signaling power of resolutions in

the absence of other information. As the theoretical model suggests, a single signal of diplomatic

support prompts a prospective shift in behavior, but this effect is constrained by the uncertainty

over the potential for future material support. It could be the case, however, that, as the number

of resolutions increases over time, the uncertainty about potential material support decreases. If

no material support follows after a large number of diplomatic signals, then continuing resolutions

will not be seen as credible signals of material support. On the other hand, if there is third-party

material support, that provides more certain information than a resolution to the rebel group.

In this case, the rebels already have material support, and they do not need to change their

usage of civilian targeting in order to obtain it. As a result, the cumulative impact of diplomatic

signals may follow a different logic than the impact of a marginal resolution. Further exploration

is necessary to untangle this possibility.

For instance, it could be plausible to assert that this result regarding the cumulative number
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of previous resolutions is driven by a few states which retain international material support or

know that the rebels will not receive material support despite UN condemnation of the govern-

ment. Israel, for example, has been repeatedly condemned at the UN but continues to receive a

great deal of international material support. However, even excluding countries that received an

outsized proportion of the resolutions (Israel, Afghanistan, and South Africa, with 171, 68, and

64 pro-rebel resolutions respectively), the results remains the same (Table A6).

Figure 3. Impact of Cumulative Pro-Rebel Resolutions

Note: Figure 3 displays the predicted proportion of civilian attacks for our cumulative prior pro-rebel resolutions across all three
models in Figure 1. The predicted values are again obtained through the simulation via observed values approach. The gray areas
denote the 95% confidence intervals for the predicted proportion of civilian attacks.

What about material support? Statement 1 from our formal model suggests that material

support in favor of the rebels should decrease the reliance of the rebels on civilian targeting. In

order to test the model’s implications, we separately include three types of material support:

troops as a secondary warring party, weapons support, and economic support. The regression

results are detailed in Figure 1, whereas the substantive effects are visualized in Figure 4. Specif-

ically, we find that providing troops to the rebel group appears to reduce the rebels’ reliance on

civilian targeting by 13 percentage points. Similarly, providing economic aid to rebels is corre-
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lated with a 9 percentage-point decrease in the proportion of rebel attacks that target civilians.

Both of these results support Statement 1 of the formal model: when the rebel group is given

material support, they make the tactical decision to select away from civilian targeting. However,

as panel a of Figure 4 illustrates, the provision of weapons to the rebel group by a third party has

no statistically significant effect on the proportion of rebel attacks which are against civilians. It

is possible that weapons do not sufficiently alter the rebel’s marginal cost of attacks on military

targets. Alternatively, it may be the case that the provision of weapons does not entail the same

level of continued third-party oversight as troops and military aid because weapons are difficult

to retract once provided. In other words, rebels may have to continue limiting civilian targeting

in order to continue receiving money or troops, but not weapons.17

Figure 4. Marginal Effects of Material Support

(a) Pro-rebel material support (b) Pro-government material support

Note: Figure 4 displays the distributions of estimated marginal effects of material support on the proportion of civilian attacks
based on the posterior distribution of Figure 1’s model parameters, using 1,000 simulations via observed value.

These results regarding the civilian abuse-constraining effects of military interventions differ

from prior analyses which find that third party interventions tend to increase civilian targeting

(e.g. Salehyan, Siroky, and Wood 2014; Zhukov 2017). However, our findings resonate well

17. In robustness tests, we consider other forms of intervention, including training and intelligence (Figure A5).
For the most part, these other interventions do not affect rebel use of civilian targeting; we expect that this is
because other forms of support do not alter the relative military standing of the rebels in comparison to the
state to the same degree as weapons, money, or troops do.
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with Stein (2022) that overtly supported rebels are less likely to target civilians than covertly

supported rebels. There are two plausible ways to reconcile these two sets of results. First,

it is possible that third party intervention leads to an increase in attacks against both civilian

and military targets, but that the increase in attacks against military targets is larger than the

increase attack in civilian targets. Alternatively, it could be the case that controlling for previous

diplomatic support causes the negative correlation between military intervention in favor of the

rebels and the absolute level of civilian targeting. Our further analysis suggests that the latter

is more plausible than the former.18

Pro-Government Resolutions and Interventions

While the model and analysis described above focus on the impact of resolutions and inter-

ventions in favor of the rebel side of a conflict, we consider here how resolutions or interventions

in favor of the government may affect a rebel group’s strategic use of violence against civilians. A

rebel group involved in a conflict could reasonably utilize diplomatic and material support given

to their opponent in order to gain insight into their own standing and likely external support.

Indeed, diplomatic support for the government is a credible signal that pro-government material

support may be forthcoming. As such, there may be less reason for the rebels to restrict civilian

targeting than there was prior to the resolution. In other words, pro-government resolutions

might increase rebel reliance on civilian targeting. Similarly, third-party material intervention in

favor of the government might increase the marginal cost of rebels’ attacks on military targets.

If so, our formal model would suggest that rebels would turn more to violence against civilians

following diplomatic and material third party support.

The results detailed in Figure 1 provide some support for those arguments. There is no

statistically significant relationship between pro-government resolutions and rebel reliance on

civilian targeting. On the other hand, cumulative pro-government resolutions have a positive

18. See Figure A9 in the appendix.
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impact on civilian targeting. Additionally, as visualized above in panel d of Figure 4, the third-

party provision of troops and economic in favor of the government have the opposite signs as

similar interventions in favor of the rebels. However, the coefficient on pro-government economic

intervention is not statistically significant.

We run a range of robustness checks, details of which can be found in the Appendices. The

results from the main three models are relatively robust to examining a narrower definition of

civilian targets which excludes only police and military (Figure A1), analyzing the proportion

of fatalities from attacks against civilians (Figure A2), using a two-way mixed-effect model with

with no lagged dependent variable (Figure A3), using data from the UCDP and from Polo and

González (2020) from 1989 to 2009 instead of our GTD data, including a count of previous

interventions (panel a of Figure A6), excluding outliers in terms of the number of pro-rebel

resolutions (panel b of Figure A6), and disaggregating Security Council and General Assembly

resolutions (Figure A7). Consistent with our theoretical expectations, the results are not robust

to examining other forms of intervention (Figure A5). The results are not robust to using lags

besides the two-month ones (Figure A8), although they are robust to other lags with other other

sources of data (Figure A4).

Case Illustration: South Africa and Apartheid

To illustrate the logic of the argument, we consider apartheid South Africa. The international

community, including the United Nations, was involved diplomatically and materially in the civil

conflict between the South African government and the African National Congress (ANC) that

culminated in the elimination of apartheid. The case demonstrates how diplomatic signals and

subsequent material support from the international community can shift a rebel group’s decisions

regarding the use of terrorism.

The UCDP classifies South Africa as involved in an intrastate conflict with the ANC from

1981-1988 and with the South West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO) from 1966-1988.

Our dataset contains information on South Africa from 1975-1988. In this period, there were 65

months in which the UN General Assembly and/or Security Council passed at least one pro-rebel
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resolution. During the same time period, there were only 2 months in which the UN passed pro-

government resolutions. Because SWAPO violence is classified by GTD as having occurred in

Namibia, the majority of terrorism recorded by the GTD in South Africa during this period was

perpetrated by the ANC. Thus, the variable “Proportion of Attacks against Civilians” in South

Africa captures the percentage of ANC attacks against civilian targets. On average, 49 percent

of South African rebel attacks were against civilians, and 20 percent of fatalities were from

civilian attacks. The UCDP external support data indicates that the ANC received a range of

support from East Germany, the Soviet Union, Cuba, Tanzania, Angola, Mozambique, Lesotho,

and Zambia. Note that the UCDP does not include sanctions as external support. However,

because they played a crucial role in the elimination of apartheid, we will consider sanctions

against the South African government as a form of material support for the ANC because they

actively damage the government’s material capabilities.

Although the United Nations General Assembly had been passing resolutions about South

African apartheid since 1946, neither the Security Council nor the General Assembly took much

decisive action until the mid-1970s because several great powers remained opposed to sanctions

before then. Yet, between the mid-1970s and the 1980s, the international community gradually

converged upon opposition to the South African government and active support of the ANC in

the United Nations. Notably, in 1973, the General Assembly resolved that the South African

state did not have the right to represent the people of South Africa. It also recognized the

ANC as an authentic and legitimate representative of the South African people. In 1977, the

Security Council followed suit, inviting representatives of the ANC to participate in debates. The

Security Council also imposed an arms embargo against South Africa in the same year. In 1985,

the Security Council called for a suspension of new investment, guaranteed export loans, and

new nuclear contracts to South Africa (Department of Public Information 1994; Stultz 1991).

At the same time, the ANC was engaging in a strategy to limit military tactics which were

inconsistent with international norms of human rights. Since 1961, the ANC had been engaged

in armed struggle through its armed wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK). But, between 1979 and
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1985, the ANC placed strict limits on conduct toward civilians. In 1979, the ANC completed

a strategic review which de-prioritized armed struggle, formalizing the principle that political

struggle should be the basis of armed struggle and not the reverse. This strategic review was

published in what is called the Green Book (Ellis 2013). In 1980, the ANC declared that it would

uphold the Geneva Conventions. Then, in 1985, the ANC instituted a code of conduct which

prohibited assault, rape, cruelty, and more (Cherry 2012; Greene 2014). One scholar notes that

this code of behavior “prevented members of the MK from descending into the kinds of acts that

young men with automatic rifles and enormous power have used against civilian populations in

other contexts” (Cherry 2012, p. 72). Indeed, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission found

that the majority of responsibility for atrocities rested with the state and not the liberation

movement (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa 1999).

One of the reasons that the ANC embarked on this effort to limit civilian casualties was

to appeal to the international community for both diplomatic and material support. As one

author summarizes in a discussion of the ANC’s commitment to the Geneva Conventions and

its ratification of the 1985 Code of Conduct, “the organization [was] highly dependent on the

international community... [and] related to winning support for its armed struggle... was its goal

of establishing in the minds of the international community the ANC as the rightful representative

of the South African people” (Greene 2014, p. 150). In other words, justly waging its armed

struggle was one way to prove that the ANC was the legitimate representative of the South

African People. Another scholar traces the ANC’s political principles from the Green Book

to its constitution once it took power, noting that the ANC “recognized the importance of

providing an internationally acceptable framework, and the advantage of having it adopted by

the international community” (Klug 2000, p. 79). Goodwin (2007) also notes that “to have

carried out a campaign of indiscriminate or ‘categorical’ terrorism against whites would have

alienated actual and potential white allies both inside and outside the country” (p. 193). In

other words, the ANC modified its tactics to gain support from the international community.

That material support was forthcoming. Although the Soviet Union and East Germany
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had supported the ANC since the early 1960s, and the ANC already had bases in neighboring

countries (Ellis 2013; Thomas 1999), other parts of the international community began to provide

increased support to the ANC during this period. This support would not have materialized in

the absence of diplomatic support at the United Nations. In fact, a United Nations review

explicitly notes that, in 1977 “some Western Governments, following the example set by Sweden,

began to make direct contributions to South African liberation movements. . . previously they

had withheld taking national economic measures, considering them ineffective without a decision

by the Security Council” (Department of Public Information 1994, p. 33). The Nordic States

instituted a trade embargo in 1987, the United States Congress passed sanctions against South

Africa in 1986, and the Commonwealth adopted partial sanctions in 1987 (Black 1999). In

summary, the South African case provides an illustrative example of our theory: the U.N. passed

resolutions in support of a non-state actor, this actor adjusted its behavior to limit violence

against civilians, and the international community provided additional material support.

Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate the effect of third-party support for rebel groups on their strategic

use of terrorism in civil wars. Our approach to this question makes several critical contributions.

First, we evaluate both diplomatic and material support, conceptualizing diplomatic support as

a precursor to material support. Second, we look at the use of terrorism by rebel groups as a

tactical choice: a rebel group can choose to target civilians or military targets in any given attack,

and the organization’s overall strategy consists of a combination of both. Military targeting is

materially costlier, while civilian targeting carries reputational costs. We conceive of diplomatic

support as a signaling mechanism to rebel groups; given the existence of such a signal, a rebel

group will not want to incur reputational costs through the use of violence against civilians at the

risk of spoiling the potential for third party material support to follow. When material support

exists, the rebel group’s cost structure shifts and it’s reliance on military targeting increases.

We begin by formalizing this logic through a game-theoretic model, which suggests that

signals of diplomatic support for the rebels will lead to decreased civilian targeting relative to
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military targeting. It further indicates that material support will also lead to decreased civilian

targeting relative to military targeting. We test these implications using linear models, where

the dependent variable is the proportion of total attacks carried out by a rebel group in which

civilians were the target of the attack. We use pro-rebel UN resolutions as signals of diplomatic

support, and we examine three forms of material intervention: troops as secondary warring

parties, weapons support, and economic or financial support.

We find support for the theory. Pro-rebel resolutions decrease the proportion of civilian tar-

geting used by the rebels. Regarding the impact of material support, the provision of troops and

economic/financial support both decrease the level of civilian targeting by the rebels, although

the impact of weapons support is not statistically significant.

Overall, the results of the model and empirical tests illustrate the importance of diplomatic

and material support in rebel groups’ cost evaluations of attacks against civilian and military

targets. The findings suggest that, when both forms of third party support (diplomatic and

material) and both kinds of attacks (against civilian and military targets) are analyzed together

in one empirical approach, the story is not as simple as previous research suggests. In contrast

to existing work finding a positive correlation between intervention and rebel volume of violence

against civilians, once we control for diplomatic support, material interventions are negatively

correlated with rebel reliance on terrorist tactics. Similarly, although resolutions in favor of the

rebels are correlated with lower rebel reliance on terrorism, as existing work suggests, repeated

pro-rebel resolutions may serve to increase violence against civilians.

There are relatively clear policy implications. Rebels need legitimacy and physical resources.

As such, if third-party states aim to reduce civilian targeting in civil wars, they need to utilize

both tools of legitimacy and tools of material resources. The provision of legitimacy to rebel

groups without material support will not serve to decrease rebels’ reliance on civilian targeting.

On the other hand, the provision of material and diplomatic support may help shield civilians

in the same way that peacekeeper presence does (e.g. Carnegie and Mikulaschek 2020).

Further research on this topic requires more complex models which incorporate the three-way
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interaction between rebel groups, the state, and third parties. Similarly, additional work should

more closely focus on the differences between initial signals of diplomatic support and repeated

signals. From a methodological standpoint, it would also be advantageous to disaggregate be-

tween international support for different rebel groups fighting in the same country at the same

time. In the future, as we more precisely explore the relationship between governments, rebel

groups, and third parties; the trade-offs between civilian and military targeting; and the interplay

between diplomatic and material support, we will be better positioned to understand and limit

the use of terrorism in civil wars.
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Supplementary Appendices

A. Additional Figures

Figure A1. Narrower Definition of Military Targets (Military, Police)

(a) Linear models

(b) Mixed-effect models

Note: Figure A1 displays the coefficients from linear models (panel a) and mixed-effects models (panel b) when using a narrower
definition of military targets.
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Figure A2. Proportion of Fatalities from Civilian Attacks

Note: Figure A2 displays the coefficients from linear models when using the Proportion of Fatalities from Civilian Attacks as DV.

Figure A3. Proportion of Attacks from Civilian Attacks

Note: Figure A3 displays the coefficients from two-level linear mixed-effect models.
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Figure A4. Coefficient Plots for Alternative Measurement of Dependent Variables

(a) UCDP State Violence

(b) Data from Polo and González (2020)

Note: Figure A4 displays the rescaled coefficients with 90% and 95% confidence intervals based on alternative dependent variables

from UCDP State violence and Polo and González (2020). The data in these models covers only 1989-2009. All other covariates,

which are identical to those used in the main models, are omitted due to space constraints.
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Figure A5. Other Forms of Intervention

(a) Linear models

(b) Mixed-effect models

Note: Figure A5 displays the coefficients from linear models (panel a) and mixed-effects models (pabel b) when considering other
forms of intervention. Other forms of intervention are considered according to the UCDP External Support data. Here we present
results for intervention in the form of access to military or intelligence material or joint operations, material or logistics support,
training or expertise, and intelligence material.
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Figure A6. Previous Interventions and Excluding Outliers

(a) Including Previous Interventions

(b) Excluding Outliers

Note: Figure A6 displays the coefficients from mixed-effects models. This set of models in panel b omits the three countries with
the highest number of resolutions from the United Nations, to ensure that the results are not driven by the countries who receive
the most attention from the UN General Assembly and UN Security Council. The top three countries, omitted here as outliers, are
Israel with 171 resolutions, Afghanistan with 68 resolutions, and South Africa with 64 resolutions. The country with the next-most
number of resolutions is Sudan, with 24.
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Figure A7. Coefficient Plots for General Assembly vs. Security Council Resolutions

Note: Figure A7 displays the rescaled coefficients 95% confidence intervals. All other covariates are omitted due to space constraints.

Figure A8. Coefficient Plots of Different Lags for Independent Variables

Note: Figure A8 displays the rescaled coefficients with 95% confidence intervals from mixed-effects models. All other covarites are

omitted due to space constrains. All model specifications for control variables are the same with the ones Figure 1.
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Figure A9. Effect of Intervention on Number of Attacks Against Military, Civilian
Targets

Note: Figure A8 displays the rescaled coefficients with 95% confidence intervals from mixed-effects models. All other covariates are

omitted due to space constrains. All model specifications for control variables are the same with the ones Figure 1, including a

lagged dependent variable.

B. Formal Appendix

We use backward induction to find the equilibrium behavior at each decision point in the
game.

Fourth Decision

In the last step, R must decide on vc2. R’s utility is given by equation (1) in the text, with
the constraints that vm2 = 1− vc2 and both are in the range [0, 1]. We can immediately plug the
first of these constraints into equation (1), then construct the constrained optimization problem
only with respect to vc2. That results in the equality −vc2 + m

1+p
(1 − vc2) + µ1 − µ2 = 0, with

both µi ≥ 0. The interior solution sets both µi = 0 and yields the partial equilibrium level of
violence against civilians in the second period, v∗c2 = m

1+m+p
. The corner case vc2 = 0 requires

m
1+p

+ µ1 = 0 which is a contradiction and so cannot hold. The corner case vc2 = 1 requires
−1− µ2 = 0 which is again a contradiction. Thus, only the interior solution is available.

By inspection, we can see the interior solution decreases in the level of support given, which
leads to the first statement in the text.

Third Decision

In the preceding step, P must decide on a level of p. P’s utility is given by equation (2) in the
text, with the constraint that p ≥ 0, and using v∗c2 = m

1+m+p
and vm1 = 1− vc1. Constructing the

constrained optimization problem with respect to p, we get the equality m
(1+p+m)2

−p(r+vc1)+µ3 =
0 with µ3 ≥ 0 for the S leg of the game, and the same only with m

1+m
instead of vc1 for the ∼ S
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leg of the game. Checking the corner case of p = 0 first, we see that yields a contradiction:
m

(1+m)2
+ µ3 = 0, which cannot be true. Thus, only the interior solution holds. Rearranging and

then solving the resulting cubic equation for its unique solution in real numbers, for r > 0, yields

0 = p∗(1 + p∗ +m)2 − m

r + A
,

p∗ =
1

6
[−4(1 +m) + 24/3(1 +m)2Z−1/3 + 22/3Z1/3], with

Z = 2(1 +m)3 +
27m

r + A
+

((
4(1 +m)3 +

27m

r + A

)(
27m

r + A

))1/2

, where

A =

{
vc1 if S,
m

1+m
if ∼ S.

Implicit differentiation allows us to compute the rate of change of the equilibrium level of
material support, p∗, with the previous period’s allocation to civilian violence, vc1. This is

dp∗

dvc1
=

−m
(r + vc1)2(1 + p+m)(1 + 3p+m)

, (3)

which is negative. That leads to the second statement in the text.

Second Decision

In the second step, R must decide on vc1. R’s utility is given by equation (1) in the text,
with the constraints that vm1 = 1 − vc1 and both are in the range [0, 1], and with p∗ and v∗c2
inserted. After ∼ S, p∗ is independent of vc1, and R’s decision is the same as it is in the last step
of the game, to allocate the baseline level to attacks on civilians: v∗c1(∼ S) = m

1+m
. That level is

increasing in m but unaffected by r.
When a statement has been made, p∗ depends on vc1. Equation (1) becomes

UR = −(m+ 1)

2
v2
c1 +mvc1 −

m

2

(
1 +

1

1 + p+m

)
.

Making use of equation (3) allows us to construct the constrained maximization problem with
respect to vc1. That is

− (m+ 1)vc1 +m− m2

2(1 + p+m)3(1 + 3p+m)(r + vc1)2
+ µ4 − µ5 = 0, (4)

with µ4, µ5 ≥ 0.
One corner case of equation (4) is not possible. If vc1 = 1, then (4) becomes

−1− m2

2(1 + p+m)3(1 + 3p+m)(r + 1)2
− µ5 = 0,

which is a contradiction. The other corner case is possible, though, for small enough r, as it
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Figure A10. Equilibrium values of civilian violence allocation after public signal

requires

m− m2

2(1 + p+m)3(1 + 3p+m)r2
+ µ4 = 0,

or that
m ≥ 2(1 + p+m)3(1 + 3p+m)r2.

While (4) provides an implicit solution to the optimization problem, an explicit one is more
difficult to obtain. Therefore, we numerically find the optimum for a wide range of r and m
parameter values. Figure A10 plots these equilibrium values.

As Figure A10 indicates, as we would expect, increasing m increases the marginal cost of
military violence and so increases the allocation of civilian violence in equilibrium. Making it
more costly for the third party to provide material support, by increasing r, has the same effect,
since it also effectively increases R’s marginal cost of military violence post third-party material
support. We also note that, as indicated in our analysis of equation (4), it is possible, for very
small values of r and sufficiently small values of m, to have an equilibrium allocation of no civilian
violence. A similar figure (not shown) holds for the dependence of v∗c2 on its parameters, once
v∗c1 and p∗ have been inserted. These conclusions lead to statement four in the text.

We can compare the values in Figure A10, obtained under the public signal, to the baseline
ones obtained in the absence of the signal. We show this difference in Figure A11.

Though small given most of the parameter values we explored, the difference is always positive,
indicating that making the public signal does reduce vc1, despite its having no immediate effect
on R’s marginal cost of military violence production. That leads to statement three in the text.
The difference gets larger for smaller values of r, a fact we’ve incorporated into statement four.

First Decision

In the first step, P must decide whether or not to offer the costless signal S. As the strategy
choice at this step is dichotomous, we need only compare P’s utility arising from each choice.
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Figure A11. Reduction in civilian violence allocation due to public signal

We can do this numerically. Doing so, we find that P benefits from making the signal in every
case we examine. Or we can note more generally that offering the signal effectively reduces P’s
marginal cost of material support from its baseline, via a reduction in R’s choice of vc1. The
envelope theorem in this context implies that a reduction in P’s marginal cost should yield an
increase in P’s utility. That implies that offering the public signal will be optimal whenever it
causes a decline in vc1, as it does for all parameter values here.

Regardless, because the utility gain is non-zero in all cases, that also means that P would be
willing to offer the public signal even if a sufficiently small cost were attached to doing so. This
leads to statement five in the text.
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